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Double Wedding Ring – Single Ring Pillow
Learn to piece a Double Wedding Ring quilt from the "Double Wedding Ring Queen,"
Victoria Findlay Wolfe, by making one ring and turning it into a pillow! This six hour class
takes you through all you need to know to make a Double Wedding Ring quilt. Ideas based
on Victoria's book Double Wedding Rings: Traditions Made Modern. Learn curves, build
patience, and build confidence, and how to pin for precise results! … and leave class with
a 26” pillow top!

Supply list:
~VFW Quilts Double Wedding Ring templates $35 (available in class)
Optional fabric kit is available - $25 (includes fabrics and trim for top, 2-piece pillow back,
and binding) – must reserve at sign-up and specify Blue floral or Red floral.
Or please pre-select your fabrics for your pillow top following the layout of the image
attached, to save us class time.
Class time will be spent, learning through demo’s the tips and tricks you need to
successfully make a double wedding ring quilt, which are all learned in one single ring.
And finishing it into a pillow!

~Fabrics for Ring Pieces, 1/4 yard or fat quarter of 5 - 6
different fabrics
~Center Concave square – fat quarter (fits on a 12 1/2" square)
Note: if you are planning special placement or fussy cutting, you
may need more fabric. You can also use a leftover or orphan 12
1/2" block here.
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~Fabric for Background and Pillow Back 1 1/2 yards.
When selecting fabrics to bring with you, I often like to choose an
inspiration fabric to work from. Pick a fabric that has many colors
you like in one piece; then pull fabrics that go with the inspiration
fabric. This gives you a nice range of colors to bring along and a
palette to work with.
When your choosing fabrics, think about including: Stripes, Solids,
Ombre fabrics (fabrics that go light to dark are fun to play with),
florals are fun for fussy cutting…

~Sewing machine, cord, and foot pedal
~Thread
~Scissors
~rotary cutter: Smaller size rotaries work better for cutting curves - 28mm
~cutting mat: 24” x 36”
~pins
~seam ripper
~all your basic sewing equipment
~iron and ironing pad (unless provided by guild)
Additional supplies needed to finish the project, if you are buying ahead:
~Piece of batting 28" x 28"
~Piece of muslin(or neutral solid) 28" x 28"
~2 yds narrow trim - such as 1/2” crochet lace
I will be showing a quick way to attach your rings to the borders with a
narrow lace. If you have some nice narrow trim, please bring it to try. I will
have a variety of colors of narrow crochet lace available for $5 (optional)
~1/2 yard fabric for binding

Feel free to email me with questions ahead of time: info@vfwquilts.com
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